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Most recently you will have seen Recardo on ITV’s X-Factor
where he sailed his way through to boot camp and competed
against the final 14 in his group.
He has already made a huge impact on the music industry and
is continually invited to perform around the world at high profile
events singing on stage with top performers such as Michael
Jackson and Whitney Houston.
In 1979 his band Sweet Sensation had a number 1 hit with Sad
Sweet Dreamer, this was to be the beginning of Recardo’s
journey. He also wrote the B side of ‘In The Army Now’ for
Status Quo.
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He was invited to sing at the closing of the Barcelona Olympic
Games, at The Nelson Mandela concert with Simple Minds, and
has performed on stage with many other big names.
His powerful singing voice coupled with his ability to captivate
audiences has gained him titles such as MTV European
Entertainer of the year as well as hosting The World DJ awards
in Ibiza where once again he puts his presenting skills to work
Recardo was given a lead role in The Van Boys, a gangster
movie which won an award at the Cannes Film Festival, which
he also sang the sound track for.
He has also made his mark in the business world where he has
sold over 900 million pounds worth of night clubs and
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restaurants, attracting the attention of the European Times who
nominated him for Business Man of The Year.
Event organising has always been a huge passion of his and
among the many successful concerts he has been behind are
Simply Red’s – Red River Project and The Michael Jackson and
Friends Concert for Kosovo in Munich, where he sang on stage
with Michael Jackson.
He also is the man behind the hugely successful Message From
The Mountain annual concert in Austria with special guests
including, Bill Clinton and Naomi Campbell.
Already a success story - what’s next for Recardo Patrick?
Watch this space!
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